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Dear liberal friends,

At the time of writing this report the five months of this Bureaus mandate have passed,

so far this journey has truly been a pleasure. I want to thank you all for giving me this

opportunity to work for LYMEC and together with all of you for a more liberal Europe, as

we have noticed our work is still very much needed. I also want to say a big thank you to

the LYMEC Secretariat for their support and work.

I will give you an overview on what I have been working on so far and my plans for the

nearest future as well as a brief of what we have been acknowledging in our social

media. During these first months I have been working with and finished the

communication strategy for 2022-2024. In the communications strategy I set up

structures for what our communication should entail, how to bring forward our political

agenda in our communication and guidelines for our communication during this

mandate. I created concrete and measurable goals for our social media channels and will

be working towards those goals and I have been doing monthly follow ups. I also added

some new features in the strategy such as a section on cyber security and how to include

the member organisations in our communication. Another new feature in the

communication strategy is the guidelines for the new working group on communications

that we created as a result of the motion 10.25 When great communicators come

together, they create greater results adopted at the LYMEC Spring Congress in Prague

2022. The call for the working group opened at the end of September and we received

high quality applications from our membership and the group will soon begin their work.

I have also been working with the project proposal and concept note for next year's

Liberal Communicators Network Youth Edition. As a part of working with developing our

communications I will be able to participate in the Liberal Communicators Network

Masterclass. Together with the project assistant I will finish the Diversity & Inclusion



Toolkit which will take the form of a booklet that provides concrete tips on how to

strengthen diversity, inclusion and participation in our organisations.

June
During June we did a Pride-month campaign, bringing forward LYMEC policy on how to

support the LGBTQ-community in Europe. We published five posts in total including one

video message from our president Dan-Aria Sucuri. LYMEC also acknowledged World

Refugee Day.

July
In July we took part in ALDE’s #UkraineNeedsYou-campaign. LYMEC also commented e.g.

on the Rule of Law-report and the EU deciding to reduce the use of gas. In a decision to

be more transparent and available to our membership we also made introduction videos

of the Bureau and the Secretariat.

August
LYMEC co-nominated our former president Antoaneta Asenova-Bihlmayer to the ELF

board and ran a social media campaign in support of her. LYMEC also took a stand for

Taiwan and called for a ban on tourist visas for Russian citizens among other things.

September
In September LYMEC actively reacted to topical political events such as Hungary adopting

a 'Fetal Heartbeat' abortion law and Hungary oo longer considered Full democracy. We

urged to make a stop to the genocide of the Ukrainian people as a reaction to the

massacre in Bucha and as a result of #3 voices from Ukraine that Russia must pay for its

crimes in Ukraine. Together with IFLRY we condemned the sham referendums and

annexation of areas in Ukraine. LYMEC also commented on Armenia-Azerbaijan border

clashes. From the State of the Union-speech LYMEC did live-tweeting.

October
In October LYMEC has so far drawn attention to the International Day of the Girl, and

tried out more interactive formats on social media. We also condemned the attack in

Bratislava, Slovakia and presented our wishes for the European Year of Skills 2023.



Events attended

Date Place Event/Purpose Organisation (s)

22.5-22

Prague, Czech

Republic Bureau Handover Meeting LYMEC

2-4.6-22 Dublin, Ireland ALDE Party Congress ALDE

4.6-22 Dublin, Ireland Bureau Meeting LYMEC

5.7-22 Online WG on Civil and Minority Rights meeting LYMEC

17-19.7-22

Berlin,

Germany Tell Me Your Story ELF

12-14.8-22

Roskilde,

Denmark Radikal Ungdoms Congress Radikal Ungdom

25-28.8.22

Soumoy,

Belgium Bureau Meeting LYMEC

26.8-22 Online Digital Assembly LYMEC

9.9-22 Online WG on Civil and Minority Rights meeting LYMEC

11.9-22

Helsinki,

Finland

Presenting LYMEC to Svensk Ungdoms

new International committee Svensk Ungdom

13.9-22 Online #3 Voices from Ukraine LYMEC

23-25.9-22

Copenhagen,

Denmark Young Leaders Meeting LYMEC

25.9-22

Copenhagen,

Denmark Bureau Meeting LYMEC

20.10-22 Online Bureau Meeting LYMEC

29.10-22 Online Suomen Keskustanuoret Congress Keskustanuoret


